NEW ANTIQUES ROADSHOW VINTAGE EPISODES UPDATE
HOW YESTERDAY’S ITEMS HAVE FARED IN TODAY’S MARKET!

Premiere reveals a guest brought to tears by her $250,000 to $350,000 table!
But has the value changed since the 2009 appraisal?

All-new ROADSHOW begins Monday, October 2nd at 8/7C on PBS

BOSTON, MA, September 12, 2023— In all-new fall Vintage episodes, ANTIQUES ROADSHOW looks at memorable objects from previous years to discover what they are worth today and how their values have changed in the market. No Spoilers! Discover which have increased in value - or didn’t do so well!

ROADSHOW’s Season 27 Vintage episodes kick off in Connecticut’s capital, where a guest is brought to tears at the discovery her circa 1760 Philadelphia card table, passed down through three generations and deemed “magnificent” by the appraiser, is worth $250,000 to $350,000! But has the table’s value held up since originally appraised 14 years ago? Find out the stunning update revealed in Vintage Hartford 2023, Hour 1 premiering October 2 at 8/7C PM.

“Revisiting appraisals for Vintage episodes is always exciting,” said ROADSHOW executive producer Marsha Bemko. “But this year’s Philadelphia card table value update shocked even me! I can’t wait for fans to be wowed when the episode airs!”

Following Vintage Hartford 2023, Hour 1, five additional new Vintage episodes from PBS’s most-watched ongoing series reveal more updates of past treasures including:

- In Vintage Hartford 2023, Hour 2 a guest learns that jewelry inherited from an aunt who had ties to Andrew Carnegie in Pittsburgh, PA holds a surprising secret!
  Airs Monday, October 9 at 8/7C pm on PBS

- In Vintage Chattanooga, Hour 1 a Rolex “Submariner” watch, ca. 1970 brought to ROADSHOW by a guest who inherited the timepiece and had not worn it in the 20 years since.
  Airs Monday, October 23 at 8/7C pm on PBS

- In Vintage Chattanooga, Hour 2 a 1940 Walt Disney “Fantasia” animation cel featuring Mickey Mouse with broom and bucket in the classic “Sorcerer’s Apprentice” animated film sequence.
  Airs Monday, November 6 at 8/7C pm on PBS

pbs.org/antiques
- In Vintage Dallas, Hour 1 a mid-century modern dining table that was originally commissioned from noted maker Billy Haines, who designed for many Hollywood elite, in the early 1950s.

*Air Monday, November 13 at 8/7C pm on PBS*

- In Vintage Dallas, Hour 2 a rare baseball signed by Babe Ruth, Mickey Mantle and Roger Maris originally gifted to the guest as a teen with Ruth’s signature and then signed by both Mantle and Maris at a 1961 game played in Kansas City sees a whopping value change!

*Air Monday, November 20 at 8/7C pm on PBS*

The 21-time Emmy Award® nominated ANTIQUES ROADSHOW is the most-watched ongoing series on PBS, seen by around 5 million viewers each week. ANTIQUES ROADSHOW is produced by GBH for PBS.

ANTIQUES ROADSHOW airs Mondays at 8/7C PM on PBS. New ANTIQUES ROADSHOW episodes are available to stream on YouTube, the ANTIQUES ROADSHOW website and the PBS App.

A press screener of Vintage Hartford 2023, Hour 1 is available to view on PBS Pressroom HERE.

Watch the Philadelphia card table, ca. 1760 appraisal HERE.

MORE INFORMATION:

**About ANTIQUES ROADSHOW**
Part adventure, part history lesson, part treasure hunt, 21-time Emmy® Award nominated ANTIQUES ROADSHOW is in its 27th broadcast season in 2023 and is the most-watched ongoing primetime PBS series. The series is produced by GBH for PBS under license from the BBC. The executive producer is Marsha Bemko. ANTIQUES ROADSHOW is sponsored by Ancestry, American Cruise Lines and Consumer Cellular. Additional funding is provided by public television viewers. ANTIQUES ROADSHOW press materials, including streaming video and downloadable photos, are available at pbs.org/pressroom. For more ANTIQUES ROADSHOW — including streaming episodes, searchable archive, web-exclusive video, in-depth articles, owner interviews and more — visit pbs.org/antiques. You can also find ROADSHOW on Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, and TikTok.

**About GBH**
GBH is the leading multiplatform creator for public media in America. As the largest producer of content for PBS and partner to NPR and PRX, GBH delivers compelling experiences, stories and information to audiences wherever they are. GBH produces digital and broadcast programming that engages, illuminates and inspires, through drama and science, history, arts, culture and journalism. It
is the creator of such signature programs as MASTERPIECE, ANTIQUES ROADSHOW, FRONTLINE, NOVA,
AMERICAN EXPERIENCE, Arthur and Molly of Denali, as well as WORLD Channel and a catalog of
streaming series, podcasts and on-demand video. With studios and a newsroom headquartered in
Boston, GBH reaches across New England with GBH 89.7, Boston’s Local NPR®; CRB Classical 99.5; and
CAI, the Cape and Islands NPR® station. Dedicated to making media accessible to and inclusive of our
diverse culture, GBH is a pioneer in delivering media to those who are deaf, hard of hearing, blind and
visually impaired. GBH creates curriculum-based digital content for educators nationwide with PBS
LearningMedia and has been recognized with hundreds of the nation’s premier broadcast, digital and
journalism awards. Find more information at wgbh.org.

About PBS
PBS, with more than 330 member stations, offers all Americans the opportunity to explore new ideas
and new worlds through television and digital content. Each month, PBS reaches over 120 million
people through television and 26 million people online, inviting them to experience the worlds of
science, history, nature and public affairs; to hear diverse viewpoints; and to take front row seats to
world-class drama and performances. PBS’s broad array of programs has been consistently honored by
the industry’s most coveted award competitions. Teachers of children from pre-K through 12th grade
turn to PBS for digital content and services that help bring classroom lessons to life. Decades of
research confirms that PBS’s premier children’s media service, PBS KIDS, helps children build critical
literacy, math and social-emotional skills, enabling them to find success in school and life. Delivered
through member stations, PBS KIDS offers high-quality educational content on TV – including a 24/7
channel, online at pbskids.org, via an array of mobile apps and in communities across America. More
information about PBS is available at www.pbs.org, one of the leading dot-org websites on the
internet, or by following PBS on Twitter, Facebook or through our apps for mobile and connected
devices. Specific program information and updates for press are available at pbs.org/pressroom or by
following PBS Communications on Twitter.
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